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Our March for Life Experience
Our presence at the March For Life events in Washington DC this past week attracted
many well wishers, supporters, and curiosity seekers. Organized and led by Catholics
since its inception in 1974, Jewish participation was seen by many as a positive
development in the Committee's need to diversify the base of support necessary to
change hearts, minds, and laws.
At our table at the Expo we spoke to a wide variety of people from all over the world.
Among those Catholics and Christians were many with
Jewish ancestry, Jewish relatives, and Jewish friends.
The majority of these confessed bewilderment with the
secular Jewish support and use of unlimited abortion. We
did our best to explain the insanity of demographic and
spiritual suicide of Jews by Jews in the post Holocaust
era. One woman spoke of visiting the Holocaust Museum
during her visit to the District. She prophesied an
Abortion Holocaust Museum being built in the future,
when our country realizes our terrible civil and human
rights mistake and all its ramifications.
We handed out informational materials about our work and raffled off 2 shofars.
A special welcome to our new subscribers who signed up at the Expo!
The Rally attracted a huge crowd. Our banner caught the
attention of a reporter from US News and World Report. I cry
every year at the Rally, so it was no surprise to me that I
cried during the interview with her.
Our conversation drew in other people standing nearby,
evolving into a friendly and heart warming opportunity for
connection between Jew and gentile pro-life supporters.
The Rally hosted many great speakers, among them our

President, members of the Congressional Pro-Life Caucus,
and leaders in the pro-life movement. Watch the Rally here.
We marched for a short while before heading home. The
enormous crowd filled the streets with singing, prayer,
posters of all colors and sizes, and a powerful appeal to our
leadership in Washington to pay attention to and correct this
injustice.
View a time lapsed video of the March here.
We extend special gratitudes to the March For Life
Committee for offering us a free table at the Expo, to our financial supporters who
made it possible for us to travel and stay in very expensive Washington DC, and to all
of you who continue to provide moral support for our efforts to promote alternatives to
abortion in the Jewish community.

Gevalt! It IS alive before It's born!
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